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Abstract: This article presents the work of creating a digital model of the object of the technological 
equipment of the company "Palfinger - Produktsionstehnik" Bulgaria Ltd. - a division Tenevo, with 
insufficient input geometric information using the principles of the method "reverse engineering". 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Applying the reverse engineering allows reproduction of digital models of physical objects 
existing [2, 3, 4]. This method is particularly suitable for reconstruction of parts, assemblies 
or products, for which whatever reason there isn’t design documentation. That field of 
application in area of machine building can be exemplary in the drafting of specific 
technological equipment, purchased long ago and it is already stopped production from the 
producer company. 
When using reverse engineering, despite the wide variety of application areas and the use of 
specific techniques and technologies, there are several main stages during operation [1, 5]: 
- Obtaining digital information on the form and size of the existing object through physical 
contact or contactless extracting of information (via coordinate-measuring machines, 
industrial scanners, 3D scanners, cameras and etc.); 
- Processing of obtained information - input information is obtained as a "cloud" of points with 
certain coordinates in space, performed by specialized software that uses the tools of 
photogrammetry and calculates the spatial location of a large amount of characteristic points 
of the object; 
- Creation of CAD models - geometric information from the "cloud" points is processed and 
converted into information that can operate CAD software; the result is frame or surface 
models that can subsequently be transformed into a solid model. It is the use of specialized 
software, the choice of which depends on the method used for obtaining the input digital 
information; 
- Production stage - from developed CAD model is obtained a prototype using of NC 
machining or 3D printing. 
Processing the input digital geometric information in the "cloud" of points is usually 
associated with the use of relatively expensive software programs which required minimum 
quality digital input information on the form and size of the existing physical object [6, 7]. 
This article is an attempt to reconstruct the object without processing the input data in the 
"cloud" of points. This method is particularly useful when the geometric information, e.g., 
derived from a series of images, it is sufficient for the software processing and the need for 
any other additional a priori information. 
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2. EXPLANATORY 
 
Object of this study is boring three cutting head of the German company "Ecoroll AG", used 
for the treatment of open hydraulic cylinders in terms of "Palfinger - Produktsionstehnik" 
Bulgaria Ltd. - Tenevo division. 
The company have such boring heads in a standard size for each of the ranges of the 
manufactured hydraulic cylinders. Tools (Figure 1) are provided with four guide plates 
spaced evenly around the circumference of the head and three cutting inserts arranged 
asymmetrically. All boring heads have a specific standard attachment to boring bars - square 
thread with a big step. 

 

       

 

Figure 1. Boring head ø120mm 
 

Guide plates are intended to guide the instrument while working and they have direct contact 
with the treated surface of the hole. This causes their intensive wear and need for 
replacement. 
Guide plates of the boring heads are purchased by the company "Ecoroll AG" from Germany, 
but due to a change in their nomenclature of the manufactured instruments and supplies, the 
company stopped production of this kind of plates. Before the company "Palfinger" problem 
arises regarding the future use of the boring heads.  
After an investigation by their engineers was accepted decision guide plates to be purchased 
by "Sandvik Coromant". This firm produce guide plates with different dimensions - with a 
smaller cross and longitudinal section. Changing the thickness of the guide plates has a 
direct impact on the adjusting dimension and leading of the instrument during the processing. 
This problem can be solved in two ways - by using underlay plates, which kind of decision 
will lead to the need for more time to set up the heads and the possibility of errors or 
development of new boring heads with beds for guide plates complying with the new sizes. 
The second option was adopted in the firm "Palfinger - Produktsionstehnik". 
To be manufacture new boring heads, the company "Palfinger" needed design 
documentation, as actual boring heads hadn’t. The assigned task involved developing a 
digital model of the existing type of tool from which will be possible to change the geometrical 
information in order to gain the fastest possible way drawings and other design 
documentation of all sizes boring heads. 
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Capture the geometric dimensions had to be made under production conditions, as the 
instruments are single pieces and it was impossible their removal from the proceedings. A 
major problem was determining the uneven angular placement of three cutting inserts, 
because of there was no available suitable measuring device. 
This task can be successfully solved by using the possibilities of the method reverse 
engineering.  
As the base has been used boring head with diameter ø120mm. There have been a few 
photos of the instrument with a smartphone camera "iPhone - 5" on hand in the lighting 
conditions in the workshop, as the objective was to obtain quality images in two orthogonal 
directions - longitudinal and transverse. 
For further processing were selected three key images - one in the transverse direction 
(Figure 2) for determining the angular position of the plates and two longitudinal (Figure 3), in 
order to specify the shape and dimensions of the grooves for  the cutting and leading plates. 
The remaining images were used to specify the elements of the design of the object.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Determining of the angular position of the grooves for mounting the cutting inserts 
and guide plates: 

- placement  of the grooves for cutting inserts; 
- plasement  of the grooves for guide plates 
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Problem when it were selecting appropriate pictures was that for the qualitative determination 
of the structural geometry of the tool photos must have been right in the direction 
perpendicular to the respective longitudinal or transverse planes that is impossible without 
proper equipment. 
Because the coupling part of the tool to the boring bars of the machine is a standard part and 
photos of this item weren't made, but for their construction was used a prior information.  
The work was divided into two stages: 
- The first stage were taken geometric dimensions of Boring heads of selected photos using 
the software program "Microsoft Visio 2010", which is part of the product "Microsoft Office 
2010"; 
- At the second stage was created 3D digital model of the instrument using a CAD program 
"SolidWorks 2015" for which faculty "Technics and Technologies" - Yambol has purchased a 
license. 
The hub boss diameter of Ø114mm was adopted as a base diameter, which is derived from 
a priori information from the company "Palfinger". 
In the first stage after importing of the image, which show the top of the tool, it was scaled 
(i.e., increased) so that the base diameter of the hub boss to correspond exactly to the same 
diameter in the picture. After it was built the main profile, determining the angular position of 
the cutting and guide plates against the Cartesian coordinate system and among them, had 
plotted the size of the channels for their installation and other necessary geometrical 
dimensions.  
The accuracy with which appointed angular dimensions is in fractions of a minute, and linear 
- fractions of a millimeter, this is the possibilities of the used program. On the accuracy of the 
specified size affects the quality of the image, which results in scattering the contours of the 
object. 
The same procedure was repeated with two pictures in the longitudinal direction – it was 
taken the dimensions, determining the length of the channel for the cutting inserts and guide 
plates, the size and location of the screw holes for mounting the plate, the leading belt 
grooves serving eject tool, the angle at the tip of the tool, etc.  
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Figure 3. Determining of the longitudinal placement of elements of the boring head 
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After being specified basic geometric sizes it had begun construction of three-dimensional 
digital model of the boring head using CAD design software "SolidWorks 2015". In the 
process it had clarification on certain elements of geometry, because the simulation of three-
dimensional object is received collisions. For example, the diameter of the guide belt, and the 
depth of the threaded holes, which cannot obtain information from the available images, were 
determined in terms of their functional purpose, after which were specified in the design into 
the model.  
The main reason for the resulting inaccuracies due to poor image quality and no fraction of 
the relevant geometric information. 
After completion, the final model was checked for errors such as unclosed surfaces rash of 
fillets and chamfers and others. Figure 4 show a rendering model of the developed tool. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. 
Digitized model of the projected boring head for processing holes of hydraulic cylinders with 

a diameter ø120mm 
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3. CONCLUSION 
 
As a result of the examination can be formulated following conclusions: 

 The application of the method of reverse engineering in the present case, when there is 
insufficient input geometric information, is very successful and the results show sufficient 
quality; 

 It is possible the original geometric information can be received from photographic 
equipment with not very high resolution, but to obtain accurate and precise model was 
needed and a priori information about the function of the object, information about 
increased demands on some surfaces, standard elements and others; 

 In the event of internal surfaces, blind holes, etc. additional information is needed; 

 The resulting digitized model of the boring head can be modified quickly only by changing 
the diameter of the base the hub body Ø114mm so as to obtain patterns and size tools 
which are in the range of the same size of the attachment portion. For the rest it is 
necessary to change the dimensions of the threaded connecting hole of the tail. 
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